**Specifications table**SubjectNanotechnologySpecific subject areaSuper-resolution microscopyType of dataTime-lapse recordsLists of single-molecule localization space-time coordinatesMatlab functionsHow data were acquiredTotal internal reflection fluorescence microscopeInstrument: Nikon N-STORM microscope.Softwares: NIS-elements (Nikon)Data formatRawanalyzedParameters for data collectionParticles on glass coverslip were imaged with continuous laser excitation (647 nm) under total internal reflection conditions. Fluorescence time-lapse records of 10,000--50,000 frames were acquired at 10--20 Hz onto a region of the camera of 40 µm in size.Description of data collectionBinding sites exposed on streptavidin-coated polystyrene particles were loaded with biotin-conjugated short single strands of DNA and seeded on glass coverslip. A complementary free single strand of DNA, conjugated with a fluorophore, was introduced at low concentration (0.1 -- 5 nM) in solution and time-lapse fluorescence imaging acquisitions were recorded.Data source locationInstitution: Institute for Bioengineering of Catalonia (IBEC)City: BarcelonaCountry: SpainData accessibilityIn a public repositoryRepository name: 4TU-center for Research DataData identification number: uuid:50bd0ad4-52d8-4138-8eb1-40b4d7fc2286Direct URL to data: <https://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:50bd0ad4-52d8-4138-8eb1-40b4d7fc2286>Related research articleDelcanale et al., Nanoscale Mapping Functional Sites on Nanoparticles by Points Accumulation for Imaging in Nanoscale Topography (PAINT), ACS Nano, 10.1021/acsnano.7b09063 [@bib0001]

Value of the Data {#sec0001a}
=================

•The data presented are acquired using a single-molecule localization methodology called DNA-PAINT [@bib0002]. These data contain information about the spatial distribution of binding sites on the surface of individual particles. The number of available binding sites can be obtained at single particle level from these data, through a quantitative PAINT procedure [@bib0003]. This allows an accurate characterization of heterogeneities within a nanoparticle population.•Rational design and quantitative characterization of nanomaterials for biomedical applications are often lacking [@bib0004], [@bib0005], [@bib0006], [@bib0007]. Single-molecule localization imaging is a promising approach to address this issue [@bib0008]. These data might result interesting for researchers who want to apply DNA-PAINT for a quantitative characterization of functional nanomaterials.•The reported data were obtained with a standard total internal reflection microscope, using commercially available products and relatively simple analysis process. Therefore, they represent an easy-to-replicate reference model. The same methodology might be employed to a variety of bio-medically relevant materials, differing for type, shape, size and surface functionalization.

1. Data description {#sec0001}
===================

The shared data consist in a set of single-molecule localization imaging acquisitions of binding sites exposed on the surface of streptavidin coated polystyrene particles. Data were obtained with DNA Points-Accumulation for Imaging in Nanoscale Topography (DNA-PAINT) procedure [@bib0002], where localization of single-molecules is associated to the transient annealing between short single strands of DNA: a *docking* strand loaded on particles binding sites and a dye-conjugated *imager* strand freely diffusing in solution. Raw experimental records are diffraction limited time-lapses of several thousand frames, therefore very large, and are shared as TIF files. Time-lapse acquisitions were analysed using a NIS-elements software from Nikon in order to identify single-molecule positions with sub-diffraction resolution. Data generated after this analysis are shared as text files (TXT format) comprising all the values retrieved by the analysis, including the space-time coordinates of single molecules (localizations). The shared data were obtained from four different types of experiments, carried out using the same instrumentation and methodology, and were grouped accordingly in four subsets: *one colour data; three-dimensional data; multi-colour data; titration data*. Additionally, Matlab functions are provided that process text files in order to extract specific parameters of individual particles. A detailed description of the different data subsets is offered below, while a complete list of all the file names together with the corresponding list of exact parameters employed for sample preparation, acquisition and analysis are provided as metadata in the repository.

1.1. One colour data {#sec0002}
--------------------

Two time-lapse acquisitions for particles imaged with complementary *docking-imager* pair and one acquisition obtained with wrong *docking-imager* are shared as TIF files. The last one constitutes a control experiment to assess the specificity of this imaging methodology, which relies on the selective recognition between DNA sequences. Additionally, the corresponding text files obtained from the analysis of these time-lapse acquisitions with the NIS-elements software are provided. [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}a and b shows to two rendered DNA-PAINT images obtained from these data, for particles imaged with a complementary ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}a) and non-complementary ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}b) *docking-imager* pair.Fig. 1Representative examples of DNA-PAINT images of particles reconstructed from provided data. (a-b): Two-dimensional DNA-PAINT images obtained using a complementary (a) and a non-complementary (b) *docking-imager* strands pair. Scale bars 5 µM. (c): Three-dimensional DNA-PAINT image of a selected region of interest, obtained with complementary *docking-imager pair*. Size 8 × 8 × 1 µm.Fig 1

1.2. Three-dimensional data {#sec0003}
---------------------------

An additional time-lapse acquisition obtained for particles imaged with complementary *docking-imager* pair is shared. This was acquired inserting a cylindrical lens in the light path so that, besides x-y coordinates, an additional z-coordinate can be retrieved by the analysis, leading to three-dimensional single-molecule localization. The corresponding text file obtained with the NIS-elements software and containing the results of the analysis is shared. A selected region of interest from a rendered DNA-PAINT image obtained from this data is showed in [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}c.

1.3. Multi-colour data {#sec0004}
----------------------

Two-dimensional DNA-PAINT multi-colour data are also shared. In this case, the sample consists of a mix of streptavidin-coated particles that expose different *docking* strands on their surface. Using three types of biotin-conjugated *docking* strands (*docking1, docking2* and *docking3*), four populations of particles were prepared exposing: only *docking1*, only *docking2*, only *docking3*, or all of them simultaneously. Three separate time lapse records (TIF format) acquired on the same field of view are shared, together with the corresponding text files obtained from analysis with the NIS-elements software. Each of these acquisitions was obtained introducing sequentially three *imager* strands (*imager1, imager2* and *imager3*), bearing the same dye but having an oligonucleotide sequence complementary to *docking1, docking2* and *docking3*, respectively. [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} shows a selected region of interest obtained from a multi-colour rendered DNA-PAINT image that was reconstructed from these data. In this figure, an arbitrary false colour (cyan, green, red) was assigned to the three DNA-PAINT images of the same field of view obtained with the three *imager* strands (*imager1, imager2* and *imager3*), that were subsequently merged.Fig. 2Representative example of a multi-colour DNA-PAINT image of particles loaded with different *docking* strands, reconstructed from provided data. Different false colours are assigned to results obtained with *imager* strand 1 (cyan), 2 (green) and 3 (red), complementary to *docking1, docking2* and *docking3*, respectively. Scale bar 0.6 µM. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig 2

1.4. Titration data {#sec0005}
-------------------

Additional two-dimensional single-color DNA-PAINT data are shared. These were obtained on six different samples of the same streptavidin-coated particles, that were loaded with six increasing concentrations of *docking* strand. Multiple acquisitions (1 to 4) were collected for each of these samples, forming a statistically significant dataset. Due to the large size, only one representative raw time-lapse acquisition (TIF format) is shared for each of these six conditions. Conversely, all the text files (1--4 for each condition, 16 in total) obtained from the analysis of all the time-lapse acquisitions with the NIS-elements software are provided. Additional time-lapse acquisitions can be made available by the authors upon reasonable request.

Finally, four Matlab functions are provided for the analysis of the text files generated with the NIS-elements software. *ReadCoords.m* reads the space-time coordinates (x-y-t) of single-molecules in the text files obtained from the NIS-elements software and store them. C*luster1.m* and C*luster2.m* identify particles in the DNA-PAINT data as clusters of localizations and calculate relevant parameters of individual particles such as size and number of localizations. C*luster1.m* requires one set of coordinates as input (main channel) while C*luster2.m* requires two set of coordinates: a reference channel used to identify the particles centers, and a main channel. Finally, *qPAINT.m* provides further processing, reconstructing a time-trace for each of the previously identified particle. An overview of these functions is offered in [Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"} and a more detailed description of the analysis methodology is given in the following section, while examples of the commands required for setting parameters and running the functions in the Matlab environment are provided as metadata.

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#sec0006}
==============================================

These data were acquired using a commercial N-STORM super-resolution microscope from Nikon, equipped for total internal reflection and endowed with Perfect Focus system to prevent z-drift. Fluorescence was detected by a Hamamatsu ORCA Flash 4.0 CMOS camera. Three dimensional acquisitions (subset of data named *Three-dimensional data*) were obtained with the astigmatism method by introducing a cylindrical lens in the light path [@bib0009]. Extensive description of the materials, experimental setup and sample preparation can be found elsewhere [@bib0001].

Briefly, streptavidin-coated polystyrene particles (320 nm diameter) were incubated with biotin-conjugated DNA *docking* strand. For the subsets of data named *one-colour data* and *three-dimensional data*, particles were exposed to a large excess (10 μM) of *docking* strand in order to saturate the surface. Conversely, for the subset of data named *titration data*, the particles in the six samples were exposed to six *docking* strand concentrations (0.5, 5, 20, 50, 500, 6250 nM) in order to obtain an increasing amount of strands exposed on the particle surface in the different samples.

After loading of the DNA *docking* strands on available surface binding sites, the particles were adsorbed on a pre-cleaned glass coverslip. Then, Atto647N-conjugated DNA *imager* strands were introduced at low concentrations (0.1 to 5 nM) for DNA-PAINT imaging. A specific imaging buffer was employed to reduce non-specific interactions of the *imager* strand onto glass coverslip surface. A schematic representation of the sample preparation and DNA-PAINT imaging procedure is displayed in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3Schematic representation of the procedure followed for sample preparation and DNA-PAINT imaging of sites exposed on streptavidin coated particles.Fig 3Fig. 4Schematic workflow of the operations implemented in the provided codes for analysis.Fig 4

In addition, before loading the binding sites with *docking* strands, some streptavidin molecules (approximately 30 per particle) exposed on the particle surface were covalently labelled with Cy3 dye, emitting in a spectrally distinguishable acquisition channel than the *imager* strand. This procedure was useful to localize the particles center through the signal of Cy3. This signal was employed as fiducial marker during data analysis for correction of the mechanical drift occurring in x-y along the acquisition. A detailed description of this procedure is found in Ref. [@bib0001].

For the subset of data named *multi-colour data*, three biotin-conjugated DNA *docking* strands (*docking1, docking2* and *docking3*), only differing by the order of the bases in the oligonucleotide sequence, were employed. Four populations of the same streptavidin-coated particles loaded with different *docking* strands (*docking1, docking2, docking3* and *docking1-2-3*) were prepared, mixed and adsorbed on the surface of a microfluidic chamber. The edges of the chamber were connected to two syringes, through micro-tubes, to allow injection and removal of the solutions. Thanks to this microfluidic system, three sequential acquisitions of the very same field of view were obtained exchanging the imaging solution, without removing the sample from microscope holder. A measurement cycle consisted in: (I) introduction of a solution containing the *imager* strand, (II) acquisition of a time-lapse record and (III) washing of the *imager* strand solution using buffer. The cycle was repeated three times introducing sequentially three Atto647N-conjugated *imager* strands (*imager1, imager2* and *imager3*), having an oligonucleotide sequence complementary to *docking1, docking2* and *docking3* respectively. More detailed description of the multi-colour imaging with DNA-PAINT can be found elsewhere [@bib0001],[@bib0002].

All the diffraction-limited movies were analysed using a tool in the NIS-elements software, from Nikon. This software generates a list of single-molecule localizations by Gaussian fitting diffraction-limited fluorescent spots in the acquired movies [@bib0010],[@bib0011]. No additional filters are applied and all the information retrieved by the analysis is reported. Finally, the data obtained by the analysis with NIS-elements and provided as text file can be further processed using different codes, developed with Matlab, in order to obtain quantitative information at the level of individual particles. Here we provide four main different Matlab functions, obtained by the modification of previously developed codes [@bib0012], for analysis of two-dimensional DNA-PAINT localizations obtained on particles with spherical shape. First, a preliminary function *ReadCoords.m* scan the text file in the format generated by NIS-elements, extract the x-y-t coordinates for two different acquisition channels (a main channel and a reference channel) and store these coordinates in separate files of reduced size. These coordinates can be further analysed with other provided Matlab functions.

*Cluster1.m* reads two-dimensional spatial coordinates (x-y, in nm) of the DNA-PAINT main channel (*imager* strand signal) and performs a mean-shift clustering algorithm, based on a user-introduced bandwidth parameter (in nm), to identify clusters of localizations corresponding to particles. In order to remove clusters with unrealistic size and shape, they are then filtered according to user defined parameters: minimum number of localizations, maximum elongation and size, and minimum distance between clusters. Finally, refined mass center positions, size and number of localizations is returned for each selected particle. In addition, the function produces four graphical outputs for a visual evaluation of the results: (I) A plot of the localizations with the results of cluster filtering: clusters having a number of localization above the threshold value are fitted with an ellipse model and discarded if too elongated (cyan ellipses) or too close (yellow ellipses), while ellipses corresponding to selected clusters are reported in magenta. The indexes assigned to the selected clusters are also displayed. (II) A plot displaying in red the localizations within selected clusters, together with circles corresponding to the optimized radius retrieved by the analysis. Other localizations are in black. (III) Histogram with the distribution of localization number per selected cluster. (IV) Histogram with the diameter distribution. For testing *Cluster1.m*, the following values can be employed as an initial guess for the required input parameters, even though more appropriate values should be selected depending on the data: bandwidth = 250 nm; minimum number of localizations in cluster = 80; maximum diameter = 400 nm. Additional optional input parameters can be set to default values or modified for further refinement of the analysis.

*Cluster2.m* reads two-dimensional space-time coordinates (x-y-t, in nm and frame number) of both main channel (*imager* strand signal) and space coordinates (x-y, in nm) of reference channel (in these data, associated to Cy3-conjugated particles). A clustering analysis followed by a cluster filtering process are then performed on the localizations in the reference channel. This procedure aims to identify the center positions of particles, as more extensively described in [@bib0001]. Finally, the function identifies and returns, for each particle, all the space-time coordinates (x-y-t) of localizations of the main channel that are located within a user-defined distance from the particle center. The function produces three graphical outputs for a visual evaluation of the results: (I) A plot of the localizations with the results of cluster filtering on the reference channel: the clusters having a number of localization above the threshold value are fitted with an ellipse model and discarded if too elongated (cyan ellipses) or too close (yellow ellipses), while ellipses corresponding to selected clusters are reported in magenta. The indexes assigned to the selected clusters are also displayed. (II) A plot displaying in red the localizations of the main channel associated to selected clusters. Localizations in reference channel are in green and non-selected localizations of the main channel are black. Red circles define the areas in which main-channel localizations are considered associated to the particle. Black circles indicate the retrieved radius of the cluster of localizations in reference channel. Indexes assigned to selected clusters are reported. (III) Histogram with the distribution of main-channel localizations within selected clusters. For testing *Cluster2.m*, the following values can be employed as an initial guess for the required input parameters, even though more appropriate values should be selected depending on the data: bandwidth = 50 nm; minimum number of localizations in cluster = 30; maximum cluster diameter = 200 nm; maximum distance of main-channel localizations from center = 400 nm. Additional optional input parameters can be set to default values or modified for further refinement of the analysis. The output generated by *Cluster2*, can be read by the function *qPAINT.m* that performs an analysis of the time-trace on the main channel signal, for each particle detected. This function generates a binary time-trace for each particle, assigning a zero-value to acquisition frames without localization detected on the particle and a one-value to frames with one (or more) localization detected. Then, dark times are extracted for each time-trace, corresponding to consecutive dark frames between non-zero frames. Individual dark times are stored for each particle and their cumulative distribution function and average value are calculated and returned.
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